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USD/JPY moving to 100
Since the beginning of May, USD/JPY has declined from levels of around 112 to current levels of around 106.50. We expect
USD/JPY will continue to decline over the coming months to levels of around 100. Risks are firmly on the downside of 100.
The combination of falling US yields, deteriorating global economic data and the lingering US-China trade dispute will
combine to weaken the USD and also give a bid to safe haven currencies, which will benefit JPY. We do not anticipate
imminent interventions from the Bank of Japan (BoJ) for reasons which we explain below.
Chart 1: All about US ten-year yields

Chart 2: Investors have a small long JPY position
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Recent price action – All about US ten-year yields
USD/JPY’s decline from 112.00 to levels of around 106.50 did not surprise us. Regular readers will know that we have
maintained a bearish stance on USD/JPY since the beginning of the year. Our view was (and remains) that USD/JPY would
decline because of weaker USD exchange rates, compelling JPY valuations and Japan’s robust current account surplus.
USD weakness has not manifested to the extent which we expected (when it does this will give an additional impulse for
lower USD/JPY levels). The decline in US ten-year yields has dragged USD/JPY lower (chart 1). We think there is a risk that
US ten-year yields can decline further, reflecting external growth and inflation concerns rather than domestic US growth /
inflation concerns. If the rest of the world’s bond markets illustrate negative yields then it stands to reason that US yields will
also gradually decline. The significant decline in US ten-year yields suggests there is little chance of an aggressive USD/JPY
up move (more on this below). Assuming that recent correlations hold, US ten-year yields of around 1.3% are consistent
with USD/JPY trading at levels of around 102 (and lower).

Positioning & hedging costs
According to IMM data, investors maintained a broad short JPY position for most of the year (Chart 2). However, investors
recently flipped their positions and net non-commercial positioning now illustrates a small long JPY position. Because the
long JPY position is so small, this will not prevent further JPY appreciation (if there was a huge long JPY position it would be
difficult for JPY to materially appreciate). USD/JPY risk reversals, which show the cost of a call compared to a put, show a
significant bid to USD puts, which give the right but not the obligation to sell USD. The USD/JPY risk reversal curve reflects
the markets’ anticipation of further USD/JPY declines.
We note that Japanese investors purchased significant quantities of US equities in recent years (Chart 4). We believe that
many of these positions are likely not hedged, because of elevated hedging costs in recent years. Investors face the double
risk of aggressive USD/JPY declines and declines in the prices of underlying equity investments. As a result, we believe
there are likely to be threshold effects for equity investors; if USD/JPY declines to levels of around 100, many equity
investors may liquidate positions and repatriate their capital to JPY denominated assets.
Chart 3: USD/JPY riskies bid to JPY puts

Chart 4: Japanese purchase of US equities
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The BoJ has been as a quiet as a mouse
The BoJ has not responded to the USD/JPY down move with any sense of urgency or alarm. This is surprising, but when
you think about it, it makes sense. The US Trump administration has made a big point about currency valuations and US
criticisms of BoJ interventions would be unwelcome at the moment because the US and Japan are close to signing a trade
agreement. Consequently, we do not anticipate imminent BoJ interventions. The G20 agreement to refrain from
interventions is also likely to weigh heavily on the BoJ’s thinking in this regard.
The BoJ may engage in some verbal interventions, but there is not a lot that it can realistically do because of the issues
described above. The BoJ is unlikely to ease policy further because it has run out of policy options. The use of helicopter
money as a policy option is unlikely to be considered unless inflation data disappoint severely. This is not the case; inflation
data have stabilised around 1%. The stabilisation of Japanese inflation data indicate that deflation concerns are now in the
rear view mirror. The Japanese Ministry of Finance (MoF) has run a comparatively tight fiscal policy (cyclically adjusted), and
this could be eased in a downturn. The bottom line is that the Japanese authorities cannot do a lot about JPY appreciation.
They have run out of tools to materially weaken JPY and the external trade environment is not conducive to FX
interventions. At best, the BoJ can only hope that verbal interventions may slow the pace of JPY appreciation.
Some analysts have suggested that the government pension investment fund (GPIF) could engage in stealth interventions
through the purchase of foreign assets to weaken JPY. This does not make a lot of sense. By definition, a country with a
large current account surplus buys foreign assets all the time. GPIF purchases of foreign assets will not materially change
Japanese current account / capital account dynamics. Moreover, the income earned from foreign assets will eventually be
repatriated to JPY. It is the flow, rather than the stock, of foreign assets which has a marginal effect on short-run JPY
valuations. Over the longer-term, the repatriated income from more foreign assets will strengthen JPY’s current account. Put
simply, GPIF purchases will not do a lot to weaken JPY. Governance issues are also important. It is not within the GPIF’s
remit to conduct FX interventions. That is specifically within the remit of the BoJ.
A tale of two curves
The US-Japan 2-10 yield curve spread has tightened considerably in recent years (Chart 5), which is almost wholly
explained by the flattening of the US yield curve. The recent inversion of the US 2-10 curve is interesting because the curve
has flattened at low levels in an absolute sense. In 2007, the Fed funds rate was 5.25% and it is now 2.25%. Consequently,
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any steepening of the long end (in an assumed recovery) will not be significant. This implies that there is little upside risk for
USD/JPY.
We expect that the BoJ will continue with its yield curve control (YCC) policy. The BoJ has not made any noises about
changing the policy in recent months and we do not expect any material changes. The BoJ may tweak its normal policy
statements, but most agree that the BoJ has run out of policy tools. The authorities may consider helicopter money policies,
but this would only be used as a last resort.
Valuations
According to most fair value models, JPY is extremely cheap. In real effective exchange rate terms (REER), JPY is among
the cheapest currencies in advanced and developing markets. This implies that further material JPY weakness is unlikely
and also that JPY should gradually appreciate. PPP models show that fair value in USD/JPY is at levels of around 90. We
believe levels of around 90 would be a stretch, but we can envisage a scenario where USD/JPY trades to levels of 100. The
question for the BoJ is if this down move is aggressive and quick or a slow grind. The BoJ would prefer the latter.
In summary, we anticipate USD/JPY will continue to trade at lower levels and we recommend investors to pursue a sell on
rallies strategy. Buying downside option structures is now expensive because of the risk reversal skew to USD puts,
meaning that investors would have to sell leveraged downside puts to cheapen a long put position (put spread). The risk to
such a strategy is that if the down move is sudden and aggressive, the mark to market would decline because of the short
gamma profile. As a result of this, we prefer to sell USD/JPY on rallies and augment the position with simple downside USD
puts.
Chart 5: US and Japanese curve dynamics

Chart 6: JPY is exceptionally cheap
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Disclaimer
This document is a marketing communication containing GENERAL INFORMATION on the financial services and/or financial instruments, and reflecting the sole opinion of Union
Bancaire Privée, UBP SA and/or any entity of the UBP Group (hereinafter “UBP”) as of the date of issue. It may contain generic recommendations but should not be deemed an
offer nor an invitation to buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, product, or financial instrument, make any investment, or participate in any particular trading strategy in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or invitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or invitation. This document is meant only
to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes, in order to determine clients’ interest. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal document relating to any specific
financial instrument, which may be obtained upon request free of charge from UBP or from the registered office of the fund or financial instrument concerned, where applicable.
In this document UBP makes no representation as to the suitability or appropriateness, for any particular client, if no solicitation or recommendation has been made on the financial
instruments or services described. Clients who wish to obtain more information about any specific financial instruments can request it from UBP and/or their Relationship Manager.
Where an investment is considered, the information on the risks linked to each financial instrument shall be provided in good time by separate means before the investment decision
is taken. In any case, each client must make his/her own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and regarding the merits of any
investment. Before entering into any transaction, clients are invited to carefully read the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are
urged to seek professional advice from their financial, legal, accounting and tax advisors before investing in any financial instrument.
This generic information is therefore not independent from the proprietary interests of UBP or connected parties, which may conflict with the client’s interests. UBP has policies
governing cases of conflicts of interest.
The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally speaking, products with a high
degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for
clients who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The value of any capital investment may be at risk and some or all of the original capital may be lost. The
investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Fluctuations in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in the client’s returns
and/or in the value of the portfolio. The client may be exposed to currency risks if a financial instrument or the underlying investment of a financial instrument is denominated in a
currency different from the reference currency of the client’s portfolio or from the currency of his/her country of residence. For more information on risks, the brochure called
“Characteristics and risks of certain financial operations” should be consulted.
The information contained in this document is the result neither of financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Association's “Directives on the Independence of
Financial Research” nor of independent investment research as per the EU's regulation on MiFID provisions. In principle, EU regulation does not govern relationships entered into
with UBP entities located outside the EU, including but not limited to Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA in Switzerland, which is subject to Swiss law and Swiss regulation, in Hong
Kong, and in Singapore, and the subsidiary in Dubai.
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on objective information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, UBP cannot
guarantee that the information the Bank has gathered in good faith is accurate and complete. Circumstances may change and affect the data collected and the opinions expressed
at the time of publication. Therefore information contained herein is subject to change at any time without prior notice. UBP makes no representations, provides no warranty and
gives no undertaking, express or implied, regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein nor does it accept any liability whatsoever for any errors,
omissions or misstatements in the document. UBP does not undertake to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies which may have become apparent after its
publication.
This document may refer to the past performance of financial instruments. Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. The value of financial instruments can fall as
well as rise. All statements in this document, other than statements of past performance and historical fact, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements do not
guarantee future performances. The financial projections included in this document do not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of
current expectations and assumptions which may not happen as forecast. The actual performance, results, market value and prospects of a financial instrument may differ materially
from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this document. The projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and
other uncertainties that may adversely affect performance. UBP also disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise.
Any performance data included in this document does not take into account fees, commissions, expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities, or any other costs, nor
any taxes that may be levied. The tax treatment of any investment depends on the client’s individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. This document does
not contain any tax advice issued by UBP and does not necessarily reflect the client’s individual circumstances.
This document is confidential and is intended to be used only by the person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part. UBP
specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, in whole or in part, without its written permission and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. This document is not intended for distribution in the US and/or to US Persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by UBP would be restricted.
This document has not been reviewed by any regulator, and you are advised to exercise caution when reading this document.
UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”).
UK: UBP is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority (FCA).
Dubai: This marketing material has been communicated by Union Bancaire Privée (Middle East) Limited, a company regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”).
It is intended for professional clients and/or market counterparties only and no other person should act upon it. The financial products or services to which this material relates will
only be made available to a client who meets the professional client and/or market counterparty requirements. This information is provided for information purposes only. It is not to
be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation for an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.
Singapore: UBP is a bank regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), is an exempt financial adviser under the Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110 of Singapore) to
provide certain financial advisory services, and is exempt under section 99(1) of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of Singapore) to conduct certain regulated activities. This
document has not been registered as a prospectus with the MAS. Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection with generic recommendations may
not be circulated or distributed, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to institutional investors under Section 274 of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap.
289) of Singapore ("SFA"), (ii) to relevant persons pursuant to Section 275(1), or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A) of the SFA, and in accordance with the conditions specified
in Section 275 of the SFA, or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA. This advertisement has not been
reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Luxembourg: UBP is registered by the Luxembourg supervisory authority the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF).
Italy: Union Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A., Succursale di Milano, operates in Italy in accordance with the European passport – held by its parent company, Union Bancaire Privée
(Europe) S.A. – which is valid across the entire European Union. The branch is therefore authorised to provide services and conduct business for which its parent company, Union
Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A., has been authorised in Luxembourg, where it is regulated by the Luxembourg financial supervisory authority, the Commission de Surveillance du
Secteur Financier (CSSF).
Monaco: This document is not intended to constitute a public offering or a comparable solicitation under the Principality of Monaco's laws, but might be made available for
information purposes to clients of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Monaco Branch, a regulated bank under the supervision of the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution
(ACPR) for banking activities and under the supervision of the Commission de Contrôle des Activités Financières for financial activities.
Hong Kong: UBP Hong Kong is a licensed bank regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) and a registered institution regulated by the Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) for Type 1, 4 & 9 activities only in Hong Kong. The securities may only be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of documents that (i) are addressed to
"professional investors" within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder (the "SFO"); or (ii) are
defined as "prospectuses" within the meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Chapter 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the "CO") or constitute offers to the public within the meaning of
the CO. Unless permitted to do so under the laws of Hong Kong, no person may issue or have in his/her possession for the purpose of issuing, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere,
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any advertisement, invitation or document relating to the securities, directed at, or likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong, except where the securities are intended
to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong, or only to "professional investors" within the meaning of the SFO.
This document is issued by Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA Advisory Unit (hereinafter UBP or “Bank”), and reflects the opinions of UBP’s Advisory Unit as of the date issue. This
document has not been reviewed by any regulators. All information and opinions included in this document are subject to change and may be modified without notice and may differ
from the opinions of the Bank’s other units due to differences in criteria considered. The Advisory Unit determines the securities and financial instruments for which financial analysis
is performed and for which a commentary is issued. Financial analysis is performed in absolute or relative (to benchmark or risk-adjusted) terms and reports issued communicate
the Bank’s Advisory Unit’s “buy” or “sell” recommendation. Securities and financial instruments can be added or removed from the scope of analysis without prior notice. Such
addition or removal does not constitute an inverse recommendation to the previously communicated recommendation of the Bank’s Advisory Unit.
Subject to the Bank’s suitability assessment obligations under the General Conditions where they apply to relationships with the Bank’s Hong Kong Branch, (i) the Bank does not
accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from their use, and (ii) the opinions herein do not otherwise take into account individual Clients’ circumstances, objectives, or
needs and the Bank has otherwise taken no measure to ensure appropriateness and/or suitability of investments in the securities covered by this commentary to any particular
investor or category of investor.
UBP may maintain and/or seek to develop business relations with companies that may be covered in its analyses and commentaries. Clients should be aware that the persons
involved in the production of this document may be subject to potential conflicts of interests in relation to the subject matter. Analysts are required to observe conflict of interest
policies maintained by the Bank which aim at identifying, managing and reducing these potential conflicts of interest so that they do not cause a material risk of damage to Clients’
interests. In addition to the disclosures in the General Conditions, the Client understands that the Bank’s Clients may have a material interest in respect of the companies issuing
the securities subject to the commentary in this document. In particular, the Bank may recommend the purchase or sale of investments which may be issued by companies whose
majority shareholder maintains banking relationships with the Bank or is a member of the UBP Group and / or their affiliates or in which officers of the Bank or such other body
corporates may serve as directors or act as principal. The Bank shall take reasonable steps to ensure the Client receives fair treatment in the event that the Bank’s client is identified
to have any such material interest or in the event of any such actual or potential conflict arising. The Bank has a compliance framework to assist with the management of actual or
potential conflict with its duty to the Client with regards to the issuing of the commentaries.
The remuneration of UBP’s analysts is not directly linked to the opinions issued in the analyses and commentaries of the Bank. In some instances however, the Bank may decide it
is appropriate to issue commentaries on securities or instruments that are issued by or linked to instruments issued by the Bank or its associated entities. In these cases, the Bank
will have concluded that such commentaries are nonetheless of value to the Client. These commentaries are intended for Clients who are investors and in some cases are provided
to Clients in line with the Bank’s suitability assessment in the context of making a solicitation or recommendation in the Clients’ dealing in securities. Clients should consider such
commentaries as one of many elements guiding their investment decisions. The individuals producing the commentary may be involved in the process of constructing or deciding
upon the products to be issued and/or managing those products, insofar as they are managed products. The individuals do not operate on the other side of any information barriers.
They may have a reporting line to the investment products and services distribution function.
All communications with UBP (including telephone conversations) may be recorded.
This publication is distributed in Hong Kong by Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Hong Kong Branch. Queries concerning this publication from readers in Hong Kong should be
directed to our Hong Kong licensed and/or registered representatives.
©UBP SA 2019. All rights reserved.
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